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There's an old saying that goes - "There are big
ships and small ships, but the best ship of all is
friendship". 

And we couldn't agree more! 

At the end of this month, on the 30th of July we
celebrate International Day of Friendship.     

Hey Animal Heroes!

Who can be friends? 
Carla the cat wants to know - can they be friends? 

A FRIEND IS...
someone who is there for you no matter what,
someone who listens and understands. Someone
who you can have fun with, spend time with, and
talk to and it's never boring with them around. 

That's right Carla! Anyone can be friends - 
we can even be friends with our pets. 

A boy and a girl  A boy and his dog  

A girl and her grandma

A dog and a cat

A grandpa and his
grandchildren

Two cousins

A group of kids

A girl and her cat 



Let's meet Carla's friends....

Carla and Leroy love playing chase and
riding their bikes. They are actually cousins
and also live one road from each other. 

Both Paula and Carla love the colour pink.
They always have lots of fun learning about
animals and doing their homework together. 

Carla and Dan-Dan like watching
TV together and have been in the
same class since Grade R. 

His favourite animal is an elephant,
and Carla loves how he dresses up 
as an ellie and flaps his ears. They
laugh a lot when they are together. 



Color these two best friends in your favorite colors! 
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Write down what your 

BEST FRIEND 
FAVORITE THINGS are  
about your 

......................
......................



He was the President of our
country South Africa, and a man
who fought for freedom and  
for all. He's famous worldwide as
someone who lived kinder! 

On 18 July we are celebrating the
birthday of a very special man -
can you guess who?  

Carla the cat wants to know - can they be friends? 

Nelson Mandela!

Circle the correct answer:
Nelson Mandela was President of -
South America/  South Africa/  Namibia 
 
Nelson Mandela is known for his - 
anger/   funny faces/   kindness

Nelson Mandela is remembered because
he was a - 
good human/ feared leader/ strict president 

equality



Carla the cat wants to know - can they be friends? 

His birthday is known as Mandela Day 
- a day to show kindness to others and 

to make the world a better place...
Tick the ones you think make the world a better place:



Carla the cat wants to know - can they be friends? 

Nelson Mandela called South Africa the
Rainbow Nation. Color him in your
favorite rainbow colors and decorate the
background with rainbows....



29 July is International Tiger Day – let’s celebrate
the striped king of the jungle – count how many
you can find. 

Tigers are just grrreat! 



I ……………….……………….............
promise to only see tigers 

in the wild, or in a True Sanctuary
where the animals are 

not forced to have babies or 
pose for photos, where you 
can’t touch the animals and

where the animals are not sold. 

Remember Animal Heroes:
Tigers should not be kept in circuses
or perform in zoos. Tigers are not pets.

Take the Tiger
Day Promise:



Meet tiger Caruso

Did you know?

LIONSROCK is a FOUR PAWS Big Cat Sanctuary that provides a lifelong home for rescued big cats.

Caruso was born in a German safari park and traded to a circus.
He has been under FOUR PAWS care since 2014.
Caruso enjoys watching his neighbours or resting comfortably at one of his
favourite spots under the tree in his enclosure 

Quick facts:

Meet Caruso, he’s one very lucky tiger! When FOUR PAWS first found Caruso he
was confined to a small cage in inappropriate keeping conditions and under
inadequate care. Luckily for Caruso, in 2014 FOUR PAWS took over the rescue
centre where he was living, improved the keeping conditions and renamed it
FELIDA Big Cat Sanctuary.

In March 2019 Caruso was ready to move from there to his forever home at
LIONSROCK Big Cat Sanctuary in South Africa.

Most tigers love water and are not only excellent swimmers
but also like to spend time in pools and water holes to cool
down.  


